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Dear Friends,
Anne-Chloé and I are in ‘sunny California‘. It is cloudy, cold, and raining outside.
We sit huddled together in a Los Angeles laundromat – exactly like the
laundromats you see in movies where spies feel safe enough to chat with each
other… the same laundromat as in Fight Club where Helena Bonham Carter
removes a stranger’s clothing from the clothes dryer and takes them across the
street to sell at a used clothing store for cash.

 
Life is full of contrasts. Tomorrow we sail for Catalina Island and eat at restaurants
in the seaside town of Avalon. But then a gale-force storm arises. We must either
stay another night in San Pedro, or pay the same price for a helicopter ride to
Avalon. We choose the helicopter. It flies at 300 kilometers per hour at only 175
meters above the white-capped Pacific waves. After Avalon we will sleep in the
back of a rented car in Los Angeles, or directly on the California desert sands,
eating peanut butter sandwiches – or in Anne-Chloé’s case, eating nothing... as
she will be in a twelve-day Vision Fast from School of Lost Borders
https://schooloflostborders.org. A Vision Fast is one of the 777 recommended
authentic adulthood initiatory processes for Possibilitators. What is the next
initiation on your Path?

 
Two Women Of Earth Labs were just delivered. 
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The Women of Earth after a 5-day Lab in the jungles of Brazil.
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One near Sao Paulo, Brazil, by Anne-Chloé Destremau, Vera Franco, and
Apprentice Lisa Ommert with 31 Women. They report back that the most difficult
part of shifting into Archiarchy is shifting out of Patriarchy. It feels like taking off all
your layers down to your skin, and then Debaptizing yourself from unconscious
self-annihilation as ‘service’ to the Patriarchs, whoever they happen to be at the
moment. 

 
The other Women of Earth Lab was delivered in the South Island of New Zealand
by Ana Norambuena and 16 Women. The Women discovered that when Women
collaborate, Patriarchy cannot exist. The Village of Women of Earth is growing. 

 
A Men’s Lab was just delivered in the South Island of New Zealand by Michael
Pörtner and 16 men. The men discovered that Patriarchy has clawed its way far
deeper into their souls than they ever suspected. In short, “Patriarchy is a bitch!”

 
The women from the Brazil Lab noticed that what remains of you after a
Debaptism… after sitting naked in the jungle on river rocks under a waterfall,
washing the mud off… is much more ‘you’ than what you permitted before the
Debaptism.

 
What remains after a Phoenix fire burns away the superficial is far more real and
capable than the previous you that was carrying so much unnecessary baggage.

 
Further, what the newly-hatched Archan women report is direct and immediate
involvement in collaboratively unleashing other women into their own Archan
creation power. This shines forward in projects such as Bridge-Houses, Rage
Clubs, and driving questions such as: How do I bring this back to my community?
Who am I? Who am I liberating? How do I make a difference for women, single
moms, women in shelters, and for teenagers who are too smart for existing
systems and are therefore ‘at risk’ of losing their way?

 
You may be thinking to yourself, “Here I am, doing what I am doing, doing as
much as possible for me to do in my current circumstances… How could I ever
have enough time, energy, and attention to go Archan any more than I am now?” 

 
We invite you to ask that question from a different perspective. Who was I five
years ago? Two years ago? Last year? Has there been any noticeable change if I
compare who I was then to who I am being now? Am I sourcing anything different
now than I was before?”

 
We suspect your review will reveal courageous movement in valuable directions:
Possibilitator books read, StartOver.xyz websites studied, experiments tried,
journeys taken, WorkTalks participated in, perhaps even WorkTalks delivered,
articles read, articles written, changes made in your lifestyle, in your friends circle,
in your gutsy connections with other Possibilitators on the Path. 

 
We suggest that each change you have made is far more significant than you
might currently imagine, because after each change, the world works differently.
This means that each change makes the next change a bit easier and a bit more
likely. You are building the way!
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What is really possible for a woman? Rage! Power! Sisterhood! We have that in
us! We have that energy! 

 
Hitting Bottom is not so bad! And after a while, it is so refreshing! 

 
Evolutionary shifts are worth celebrating over and over along the way. We
celebrate with you. 

 
Love from Clinton and Anne-Chloé and your General Memetics Team

 

The New Earth School

The New Earth School is a Gaian Gameworld originated by Karen Birch. The
School is a Bridge to Next Culture - Archiarchy. Stepping out of the
unregenerative and obsolete culture of Patriarchy can be scary.
 
The New Earth School builds a step-by-step Path to regain Authority in
Community and for your Community. You cannot walk the Bridge alone, and the
Bridge is not only for you. You walk and create the Bridge for all the people
around you who have been waiting for you to take the first risky step.
 
My - Anne-Chloé - piece of the puzzle within the New Earth School is Upgrading
Human Thoughtware. If you change what you do without changing what you
think with, you get Modern Culture painted green. 

What are the distinctions, processes and experiments you can try to actually
regain Authority and Agency to source of different culture - to Choose, Create,
Ask Question, Declare new Possibilities, create Intimacy, build Teams, source
Gaian Gameworlds, and deliver your Nonmaterial Value.
 
Wouldn't that be the most exciting game on Earth to play these days? I think so.
But of course, that is not a distinction, just my opinion.
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Check Out 'The New Earth School'

Thoughtware Press Book

Four Feelings And What
To Do With Them 
by Valerie Lankford, 
Foreword and extensive
Afterword by Clinton Callahan

This book includes Valerie Lankford’s
ground-breaking Four Feelings
pamphlet, plus seven empowering
articles from Lankford’s decades of
experience as a Licensed Clinical
Professional Counselor (L.C.P.C.),
and a Clinical Teaching Member of
the International Transactional
Analysis Association. In a startling
Foreword and an extensive Afterword,
Clinton Callahan – originator of
Possibility Management – reveals
how Valerie Lankford’s Thoughtmap
of Four Feelings is nothing less than
the seed crystal that is catalyzing
regenerative human cultures on
Earth.

 

Buy 'Four Feelings'
 

WORKTALK
"I want to create my thing and I am stuck."

(English, translated into German)
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If you want to do something, it does not automatically happen.
Did you ever notice that there are forces in the way?
Some of the forces that stop you are inside of you.
Some of the forces that stop you are outside of you.
Rather than fighting against your internal and external blocks, a nonlinear
gameplan is possible: become a catalyst of potential, a shift agent, a facilitator
of evolution. 
Then the forces which once stopped you become stepping stones along your
path. You accomplish what you set out to do through building skills at causing
valuable new things to come to life. 
There is a difference between applying brute force to make something happen
and applying a vacuum caused by an open door. 
This worktalk will give you the impulse to discover creation sources that modern
culture knows nothing about. 
All questions are welcome. 
We will be sharing some of the most recently discovered tools and processes of
Possibility Management.
 
WHEN: Wednesday April 3 @8-9.30pm CET / Thursday April 4 @7-8.30am NZT.
SPACEHOLDERS: Clinton Callahan & Anne-Chloé Destremau
ORGANIZERS: Markus Bork & Eva Daubert

Register to the Worktalk

Upcoming ETBs & Labs & More
Click on each flyer to go to the Event page and the registration procedure.

Thank you!

ETB & PLab in Freiburg, May 2024
Expand The Box: 1-5 May, 2024

Possibility Village Lab: 8-12 May, 2024
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Women of Earth Lab
Women sourcing Archiarchy.

Lab in Germany

The dates are 26-30 June 2024.
The place is Nuremberg, Germany.
The Trainers are Vera Franco and
Anne-Chloé Destremau.
 
You can register here:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/eve
nt?eid=220

Women! It is time for us to start over.
We start over in a different cultural

context. Our new beginning originates
in consciousness, radical-

responsibility, and
interdependence. Our new beginning

is born from our reclaimed Dignity
and Arrogance. When Women

respect their Feelings, their Bodies,
their Voice enough, what emerges is
a stand for a regenerative culture on

Planet Earth.

Summer Archiarchy Fest:
ETB & 2 Labs & AMF in Warsaw - Poland, August 2024

Expand The Box: 14-18 August, 2024
Possibility Village Lab: 21-25 August, 2024

Gameworld Builder Lab: 28 Aug. - 1 Sept., 2024
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Possibility Creation Village
Ask for and give Possibility, share your
research, and celebrate your gold. Great
collaborations and projects were born there.
Join at this link:
https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Possibility Management Events
Have access to the latest PM-related Events by
Possibilitators from around the world as well as
offering your own Events where you deliver your
Nonmaterial Value. Join at this link:
https://t.me/+8fJY9XlnYdkwNTRi

Possibility Management Healing
Village
Possibility Management Healing Village has
evolved. Joining the Village starts in the EHP
APPRENTICES. There you learn Basic Skill
necessary to go through life-changing EHP. Join
at this link: https://t.me/+COzXWiD1vPxhMmIx

Archiarchy Makers Fair: 4-8 September, 2024
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All ETB & Lab Calendar
Expand The Box, Possibility Lab, Feelings
Practitioners Lab, Intimacy Journeyer Lab,
Heal From School Lab, Vision Quest Lab...
Find the Training you need in your area!
Link:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/

All Online & Offline Events
WorkTalks, Workshops, Rage Clubs, Fear
Clubs, Study Groups, PTeams, ...
Get electrified! With other Possibiliators!
Around the world!
Link: https://teamup.com/ksv2xq34sxiagcuei1

General Memetics
1724 Broadway, 80302, Boulder
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